
Amendment No. AM_135_1488

Sub. H. B. No. 238

l_135_1308-2

__________________________ moved to amend as follows:

In line 1 of the title, delete ", 926.01"

In line 2 of the title, delete ", 926.31"

In line 7 of the title, after "enact" insert "new section 926.30 

and"

In line 15, delete ", 926.01"

In line 16, delete ", 926.31"

In line 20, after "amended" insert "and new section 926.30"

Delete lines 314 through 421

After line 471, insert:

"Sec. 926.30.   (A) No licensed handler or employee of a   

licensed handler who receives an agricultural commodity from a 

producer, either for sale or for storage under a bailment 

agreement, shall perform a quality test on the commodity for the

purpose of applying a premium, discount, or conditioning charge 

unless the person making the test has successfully completed 
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three hours of training. The training shall be based on the 

United States department of agriculture's "Inspecting Grain 

Practical Procedures for Grain Handlers" manual and approved by 

the director of agriculture. A tester also shall successfully 

complete three hours of continuing education every five years 

that the tester tests agricultural commodities.

(B) A licensed handler shall submit to the director a list

of names of individuals who complete the training and continuing

education under division (A) of this section. The director shall

maintain the list along with records of the handler's license."

Delete lines 472 through 532

In line 2848, delete ","

In line 2849, delete "926.01"; delete ", 926.31"

The motion was __________ agreed to.

SYNOPSIS

Agricultural commodity tester

R.C. 926.01, 926.12, 926.19, 926.30 (repealed and re-

enacted), and 926.31

Replaces the bill's provisions that eliminate the 

requirement that an agricultural commodity tester be certified 

by the Director of Agriculture by, instead, requiring an 

agricultural commodity tester to do both of the following:

--Successfully complete training based on a USDA manual on

grain inspecting;
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--Successfully complete three hours of continuing 

education every five years.

Requires a licensed agricultural commodity handler to 

submit to the Director a list of names of individuals who 

complete the training and continuing education and requires the 

Director to maintain the list along with records of the 

handler's license.
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